SUBMARINE:

Can Eisenhower Save NATO?

By Comdr. Edward L. Beach, U. S. N.

Unless Allies Pitch In With Firepower and Manpower
Money U. S. Poured Into Europe May Be Wasted

Domestic

tions

political considera-

and the resurgence
of a
strong
nationalist-isolationism
responsible
were
for the difficulties of the allied governments.
The feeling in most quarters in

Western Europe that a war with
the USSR can be avoided easily
if only America were not so
“irresponsibly

aggressive’'

taken root already.

had

The French and British governments realize that the wars

Dorothy Thompson

line of defense in depth which
can be found only in the Iberian Peninsula.
Portugal is a

member of the NATO, but our
allies have definitely vetoed
Spain as a pi.rtner in the coalition.
This veto is, however,
academic.
Western Europe cannot prevent this country from
rearming Spain if military considerations demand such action.
A strong feeling has developed
already among members of Congress from both political parties
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“They,”

who wanted to take “it” away,

were those other Americans outside the coalition.
The introduction of the McCarran immigration law into the
campaign, with a deliberate distortion of the actual effects of
the national quota system, was
an appeal to voters of certain
national origins.
In one speech President Truman put it baldly, “Vote in your
own interests.” This was on a
par with his 1948 appeal for the
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To Press at Hagerstown
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on the British model.
Although they failed at the
convention, their aim was not
abandoned, and they would have
used another period of Democratic power to realize it.
But this is not American democracy, nor can American democracy survive such division.
American democracy
aims at
the maximum of unity, not the
maximum of division, the more
so since it possesses
no racial
basis for cohesion.
A nation
by
divided
class and nationalities is divided against itself,
a nation in perpetual civil war
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convention

wing, led by
Blair Moody of Michigan, was
bent on welding these groups
more firmly into a real class
party by
throwing out the
Southern
delegates.
They argued that the Democrats could
have won all four previous elections without a solid South, and
that a separate Dixiecrat Party,
even if it voted with the Republicans in Congress, would drive
Southerners off important committees and clear the alignment
pushing all “tories” into one
fold, and all “progressives” into
another, thus laying foundations
for an American Labor Party
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At the Chicago
the Democratic left
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of especially favored
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gratitude
groups.

I

was deliberately divisive.

to Split Tories' and 'Progressives/
for New British-Type Labor Party
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Northern Negroes,

certain nationalities—have kept
the Democratic Party in power.
It was to keep them aligned
that President Truman entered
the campaign to make the naked
class appeal that Gov. Stevenson was fitted neither by temperament nor conviction to do.
The song, “Don’t let ’em take It
away”; the slogan, “You never
had it so good,” were addressed,
not to the American people, but
to this coalition. The appeal
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These groups—the machines
of the great cities, organized
labor as expressed through its

.
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Party.
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Its primary achievement was
to break the group coalitions
that had become the Democratic
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the election
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Time passed, and Trigger was a
to rewrite the Military Assistveteran.
Her lean snout had ex-T*
Program
in the event our
ance
plored the waters of the Pacific
?
allies continue their present from the Aleutians to the Equator,
feet-dragging
tactics.
During
andtshe had sunk ships wherever
this year the State Department
she went.
has understandably shown little
On the 10th day of June, 1943,
diplomatic
activity.
It was at about 5 o'clock in the afterawaiting the results at the polls. noon,
we were once again off
Mr
Precious time was lost, however, Tokyo. We had been there for
in the last eight months, during 30 days, and were due to start
which strong sentiment
was for Pearl Harbor at midnight.
crystallized in France and the
“Captain to the conning tower!”
i,
TM
Jg
t
Benelux countries against the Roy Bensen dashed past me in the
ratification of the treaty of control room, leaped up th^ladParis, which enables Germany
der to the conning tower where
to add a force of 400.000 men to Lt. tj. g.) Willy Long had the
the Western military establishperiscope
watch.
ment.
“Smoke inside the harbor!” I
It has become an axiom with heard Willy tell .the skipper.
later that our carrier was spotted
all military men that the goal “Looks like it’s coming this way!”
and photographed by a reconnaiscame
oppose
onslaught
’scope
slithering
set to
a Red
Then the
sance plane. We had set him back
by force could not be reached
down and the musical chimes of
a long time, at a critical period.
unless Germany were effectively the general alarm, vibrant with
Too bad he didn’t sink, but the
through
the
armed. And as things stand to- danger, reverberated
effect on the Japs of seeing that
day the chances of reaching that ship, and started our hearts beathalf-sunken wreck come dragging
ing
objective are extremely poor.
faster and our blood racing
back on the end of a towline and
battle
stations.
The American people who as we ran to our
settle ignominiously into the mud
have poured tens of billions of
A few swift observations, and
of Tokyo Bay after his brave deskipper:
the
voice
of
the
restoring
parture the day before must have
the eco“Men.
dollars into
nomic and political health of this is the jackpot. We’ve got the AFTER A HARD
is how the Trigger looked as she returned to Midway Harbor been considerable and significant.
PATROL—This
Western Europe take the NATO biggest aircraft carrier I’ve ever after her ninth war
For we had tagged the uncompatrol. Today’s episode tells how the Trigger survived a vicious depth
seriously. Our friends across the seen up here, plus two destroyers.
pleted aircraft carrier Hitaka on
charge
attack
damaged
enemy
and
an
carrier.
u. S. Navy Photo. his maiden trial trip, just as he
We’re going to shoot our whole
Atlantic take the problem of defense against the Red menace
wad at the carrier.”
poked his freshly painted nose
clipped
conversation
Men’s jaws slackened.
This was
between
lightly.
outside the torpedo nets.
big-league
stuff. Silence answered Steve Mann and the skipper.
The sequel of this difference
Later we discovered that our
is that many military men at the captain’s announcement.
first two torpedoes had “prema“He’ll be here in BV2 minutes.
carrier’s
escorts
were
two
SHAPE consider
that defense
The
exploded
just before
tured”
Zigged 3 minutes ago, at 13 minof the biggest and most powerful
j reaching the target—and that
organization as a dead letter unzig due about 3
destroyers.
they
And
utes.
Another
Japanese
fact,
less either its charter members
Hitaka had, in
received only
wake up and get busy arming were certainly doing a bang-up minutes from now, at 19 minutes,
two holes in his hull, both of
mgS
job
for
submarines.
thoroughly
patrolling
of
themselves
or are
them aft.
probably to his right.
Distance
The carrier was coming out of to the track, 5 double-o. Depth
willingto accept into the NATO
It wasn’t our fault that the
enemy had had time to tow him
nations which are willing to take Tokyo Bay at high speed, zig-zag- and speed, captain?”
ging radically, but the tin cans
rearmament
seriously.
back into the shallows, for the
“Set all torpedoes
were working on a complex patrol feet, speed high. Spreaddepth 20
four hits we had earned should
them
2
plan of their own, and they were
have taken care of him immedidegrees.”
all over the lot.
ately.
“Up periscope
bearing—firing
Long before we reached
Our report did add impetus to
Three three five! Set!
position we rigged Trigger for mark!
the campaign
ComSubPac
was
. Fire two!'.
Fire one!
Fire
depth charging and silent runthen waging to get the torpedoes
Fire four!
Fire
ning. We knew we were going to three!
up,
fixed
however, and had the
All ahead
Fire six!
catch it—there was simply no way five!
additional unlooked-for result of
to avoid it if we did our job two-thirds.”
starting
a rash of stories about
Whang!
Whang!
Whang!
properly.
'the submarine which lay on the
Whang!
four beautiful solid hits.
Taking No Chances.
Tokyo Bay for a month
bottom
of
He
I can remember how the palms The carrier’s screws stop.
waiting for Hitaka to be launched.
—U. 8. Navy Photo.
helpless.
drifts,
lists
and
LT.
COMDR.
ROY
BENSON.
sweated,
and how
my hands
But this was all
comfort.
whether fought by guns or bal- of
COMDR. J. H. LEWIS.
Took command when Comdr. (Copyright. 195 C, bysmall
the flesh crawled
Edward L Beach.
around my
We have time to notice that he
Published by Henry Holt h Co., In*.
lots. And in civil war there is knees, as we bored steadily into is brand-new, has no planes visi-j
First Skipper of Trigger.
Lewis was hospitalized.
Distributed by the Register
and Tribune
•
Syndicate. 19.V2.)
really “no substitute for vicfiring position. This way and that ble, and is of a huge new type
(To be continued Monday.)
But stand it we do.
zigzagged the carrier, and that not yet seen in action. Little men machine, made of man, can with- pounding?
tory.”
with dry lips and nervous eyes,
Class parties must, by their way and then the other went our dressed in white run madly about stand such a vicious pounding.
his decks.
His guns shoot wildly
Trigger isj
The
air
inside
the
nature, seek total power, for the rudder as we maneuvered to keep
We reach 300 feet, but cannot
'I filled with fine
of in all directions.
in position ahead
achievement of which there are ourselves
particles of paint,! stop sinking for we are heavy.
spin
the
group.
periscope
the
task
We
around
other means than depriving opcork and dust.
Forward torpedo room bilges are
Oh,
“Make ready all tubes!” Capt. for a look at the destroyers.
Ventilation lines and pipe lines
ponents of free speech
or the
full of water taken in when we fire
they
chances,
is
Here
and
taking
pulSp.cial Dispatch to Tha Star
Benson
no
oh!
come
sight
periodic right to vote, for at a
vibrate themselves out of
and ‘the torpedoes. Stern tube packready
lenty
have
all
10
tubes
Take
her
plans
to
mad!
down!
spaces
with the: ing leaks at this depth, and motor
certain point a party controlling
fill the confined
HAGERSTOWN.
Nov.
15—
We are up to 56 feet when final- discordant hum of a hundred illshoot from either end of the
sufficient economic power cannot to
room bilges are filling up. Pump- Hearings on the 1953 city budget,
ly we start back down. Back to' matched tuning
ship.
by
“Stand
forward.”
begin
week,
be
ousted
without economic
forks.
within a
room and enginerooms are taking scheduled to
We maneuver for a shot. This 60 feet, and now we can plainly Every one is knocked off his feet,
chaos resulting.
more slowly through tor- will be open to the press for tha
coming fast, and no fooling! hear that malignant thum, thum, clutches gropingly at tables, lad-: water
boy
is
first
time
here.
j
Gen. Eisenhower appeared at
tured sea valves and fittings.
Twenty-one knots, we clock him. thum, thum again.
ders, pipes, or anything to help;
Besides that, the compression of < Previously the city budget was
this historic junction, not as a
regain his footing.
One destroyer on either bow, the
Plunges.
Down
She
great
depth
the hull due to the
discussed in executive session of
party leader, but as a symbol of
whole trio zigzagging radically.
Down she plunges, seeking the
The whole hull rings and shud- decreases our bouyant volume. We the mayor and council, with no anAmerican unity. That is his
way,
ders,
We twist first one
then protection that only the depths
whips and shakes
itself, are heavy by about three or four nouncements until a decision wa*
historic importance and nethe other, as the carrier presents can give. THUM, THUM, THUM, bounces sideways, up and down.
tons, and we dare not pump, be- reached and the tax rate set.
cessity.
supporters
Stevenson
alternately starboard
and port THUM
WHAM!
WHAM!! Two hundred feet, and still the cause it would make too much Members of the council and
who sneered that he appealed to angles on the bow. Evidently we
WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! agony continues, the rain of depth noise, especially bucking sea pres- Mayor Mills pointed out that so
the desire for a “father image” lie on his base course. What a WHAM!
WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! charges, if anything, increases in sure at this depth.
much information “leaked” from
' were probably right, for what
WHAM! and so on for 47 consec- fury. How can man, made of soft The depth charges cease, but t executive sessions a full report on
is the function of a father but break!
"Up periscope.”
utive bull’s-eyes, no clicks at all! flesh and not steel, stand up under we
hear the angry crew buzz- -1 all discussions would be more in
to hold the family together?
' I can
hear snatches
of the - It seems inconceivable that any such merciless, excruciating ing canaround
Maybe s order.
overhead.
Did not our founding fathers
forewarn against the menace of
just such factions as have arisen
amongst us?

Class vs. Class Aim Balked
Democratic Factions Sought

temporarily lost us.

away, we
have a chance of evading.slowly,
although
But we sink
we run with a 15-degree up angle.
We dare not increase speed over
the silent speed, and thus increase
our chances of being heard.
Below Her Safe Depth.
Slowly Trigger sinks.
Down,
down, far below her safe tested
depth.
Sinking slowly, her hull creaking and groaning at the unaccustomed strain, her decks bulging
in the center, light partition doors
unable to close because of the distortion caused by the terrific compression. she finally brings us to
the point where it is safe to speed
up a little, enough to stop her
descent.
And so we creep away,
finally surfacing to complete our
escape.
It wasn’t until more than a year
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Laying Foundations

they’ve

;can keep silent, creep

;

since the time when

Gen. Eisenhower
relinquished
his position as supreme commander at SHAPE last May. He
knew then that the military
coalition to defend Western Europe was anemic. He also knew
that its weakness was not due
to a lack of potential manpower
in the allied countries or any
reluctance on the part of the
United States to provide its allies with the wherewith to live
up to their commitments.

fight-

West in Asia
must be linked to the Kremlin’s
plan of world domination. But
it is difficult to convince the
man in the street in France
and Britain that these are any
different from the colonial wars
to which they have been accustomed for centuries.
Eisenhower,
as a military
man. understands
that unless
manpower
the
and firepower of
the NATO are substantially inin the near
creased
future
poured
enormous
sums
into
Europe by the American
taxpayers will have been wasted.
He also knows that the rearmament of Western Germany,
which is willing to do its part,
if permitted by the French, is
a “must” if we want to stop the
Muscovite forces in their tracks
and give the world a chance to
avoid a third world war.
Also as a military man, Eisenhower
is aware that the
forces which are now defending Western Europe must have
for any eventuality a second
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improved

Russia is

v
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tion.

President Truman is expected
to give a ftll-in about the latest
diplomatic developments
when
he meets with his successor on
November 18. But there is little
he can add insofar as the military situation of the NATO is
concerned.
The general picture has not

by proxy which
ing against the

Washington,

SATVEDAY, NOVEMBER Iff. ISAS

:

Will the new American Government be able to salvage the
NATO or will it be forced to
ask Congress
to rewrite the
North Atlantic Pact and the
Military Assistance Program?
This is the inevitable problem
which will face Gen. Eisenhower
at the outset of his administra-

THE EVENING STAR

Trigger Survives Vicious Depth Charge Pounding
After Her Crippling Attack on New Carrier
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Constantine Brown

The

instinct

of

America

turned against them. And that
was sound.
For the test of a
nation,
as of a person,
is
whether in times of crisis it
goes to pieces or pulls itself
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together.
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Ourselves and United Nations
Resignation of Trygve
Lie and Death of Abe Feller
Lend Interest to New Book by Stringfellow Barr

I
:

ill

the United Nations. Regardless
of all obstructions,
whether of
Russian, American or whatever source, the U.N. must be
made to succeed. To that end,
its purposes and its development
to date need to be reappraised.
Above all, our own American
approach to its purposes
and
its possibilities needs to be reappraised. More than any other
country, the United States prob-

ably will determine its fate.
Anyone willing to take a new
look at this problem of world
co-operation
will find much
worth his reading in a volume

just published by Stringfellow
Barr, former head of St. John’s
College, whose “Let’s Join the
Human Race” provoked so much
thinking perdiscussion—and
haps—a few years ago. “Citizens
of the World” is the title.
Mr. Barr is highly critical of
our present approach to the
United Nations and of our for-

;

can

fOR

deeply that it is only
through undergoing critical attacks that human policies are
likely to become good policies.”
It is not possible in short

lieve

mMH

i I

Nations

afford to lose Mr. Lie and Mr.
Feller. The world can ill afford to lose the dedication of
other able men to the work of

space to summarize Mr. Barr's
views or even outline his general theme. It is possible, however, using his own words, to
indicate the unusual state of
mind in which he sat down to
write.
“American foreign policy,” he
says, “is today being attacked
all over the world, both for good
reasons and bad ones. I have
tried here to attack it for good
ones. It is being attacked with
peculiar ferocity by the Russian government and by the
Communist parties of the world.
Given the temper of our times,
this fact immediately places me
with the Russians
and
the
Communists.... It may reassure
you personally if I report that I
am not a Communist, never
have been one
I disagree
with Communists on too many
vital matters to make even a
good fellow traveler.”

:

race.
Abe Feller, General Counsel
of the United Nations, has ended his life because, as explained
by his wife, he despaired
of
his ability any longer to do well
his share in the same great task.
Mr. Lie has said “indiscriminate smears and exaggerated
charges” against United Nations
employes precipitated Mr. Feller's action. He referred to the
recent activities of Senator McCarran’s subcommittee. But the
explanation given by Mrs. Feller
seems sufficient.
The work of the United
Nations has become
heartbreaking work for those most
deeply engaged in it. To them
it represents
the hope of the
world, and they are continually
confronted with the fear of failure, the fear that they themserves may fail the world. A
brilliant legal scholar, Mr. Feller had given most of his adult

life to the cause of international
eign policy generally. He is, of
good will. He had no reason to course, equally critical of Rusdoubt the value of his contribusia’s foreign policy. But, as he
tion to the cause, but such ft says, “this book is bound to irri|
doubt appears to have grown
tate or anger many Americans.”
within his intense nature, to his
And he says, “I am sorry this
eventual unbalance.
must be the case.
I myself beThe United

j

j

Lie has resigned as
General of the United
Nations because of Russia’s hostility toward him.
This in
his opinion makes it impossible
for him any longer to serve usefully in what he regards as the
most important task confronting mankind, the development
of a world order capable of outlawing war and mitigating much
of the misery, of the human
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$46,000 Tax Liens Filed
Against 2 Arrested Here

Fletcher Knebel:

Potomac Fever

tax liens totaling over
were filed in the U. S.
District Court for the District of
Columbia yesterday against two
*
*
*
*
District men, arrested recently on
Gov. Dewey confers with Eisenhower, says there’s no possibility
gambling charges.
of him entering the cabinet in the first years. Dewey thinks Ike
The two were identified as Richought to have at least two years on his own to show whether
ard C. Gagliano, 56, of the 900
he deserves to be rescued.
block of Eighteenth street N.W.,
*
*
*
*
and Jack Leroy Steinman, 47, of
Republican Senator Welker proposes a survey to cut out the 4200 block of Second street
jobs.
“useless” Government
A fellow couldn’t have a better idea N.W.
—unless It would be a survey on how to cut out useless surveys.
Now awaiting grand jury action
•
*
*
*
on charges of operating a lottery
Senator Sparkman says the Democrats will be the “co-operand possessing numbers slips, the
ative opposition.” They’ll oppose Ike—and co-operate with Taft.
two were seized on November 1
*
*
•
•
in the 100 block of Florida aveRepublican leaders open a fight as to whether they should nue N.E.
balance the budget before they cut taxes. This is a stern fight
Police said Gagliano was carrybetween Republican principles and the normal human desires—ing $1,921, and Steinman,
$1,200
and you can predict right now that the Republicans will show when the two were arrested. The
their little-known human side.
money, now in police possession,
*
*
*
*
is the object of the liens, which
The Government plans to make $1 million a year selling its amounted
against
to $43,350
paper.
Republicans
willing
just
waste
are
to pay twice that much
Steinman and $3,047.28 against
to look at the papers Dean Acheson forgets to burn.
‘Gagliano,
Federal
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in the newest section of Lake Barcroft Estates con be assured by driving out today. Hero
you will find the "way of,life" you hove always wonted to live ot prices you con afford.
Whether the year-round home you dream of building is large or small, whether it will become reality in several months or several years, we feel certain you will find the homesite
on which to locate it at Lake Barcroft. Come see the 750 acres of rolling countryside, the
five miles of picturesque lokeshore, the magnificent old trees framing delightful vistas of
blue water. We know you and your family will agree that here is where you wont to live.

V
1
1
1
1
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I

seen it you

you

tomans

HOW TO REACH LAKE BARCROFT ESTATES
Drive out Fourteenth Street Bridge and follow signs
to Columbia pike Lake Barcroft Estates is located
on Columbia pike about lty miles beyond Bailey
Crossroads.
.
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will find Lake Barcroft. When
have
willknow why so many Washinghove already chosen year-round homesites ot Lake Barcroft, why they ore looking
forward to years of swimming, sailing, fishing—right at home. When the homesites at Lake
Barcroft hove all been sold-—and that day, unfortunately, is not too far distant—the opportunity for this way of life will have passed. That is why we urge you to SEE LAKE BARCROFT TODAY. You will be pleasantly surprised by our modest prices and convenient
budget terms.
you
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YOUR PRE-DEVELOPMENT CHOICE OF THE MOST SCENIC HOMESITES

SEVEN MAGIC MILES FROM DOWNTOWN WASHINGTON'S

$46,000

!

President Truman says he and Ike will meet privately Tuesday
before talking to their advisers. Just the two of them together—with their campaign memories and their flrst-aid kits.
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another section of beautifully wooded homesites at
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